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Investment security is 
a question of partnership.

Customised development, production and assembly at the highest level is our 
strength: the BALZER® brand stands for technologically sophisticated pit systems 
and working environments for testing, maintenance and assembly of commercial and 
rail vehicles. Both the uncompromising quality offered throughout the entire vertical 
range of manufacture and the continuous development of the company’s own patents 
and solutions make BALZER® your first choice of partner when it comes to technical 
and economic safety.
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Everything from one source:  

we plan and implement sustainable and efficient 

complete pit system solutions for our customers in 

the commercial vehicle industry.
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BALZER® sets standards in customer-centred planning, support and realisation  
of prefabricated assembly pits. With four decades of experience in the industry, we 
have unrivalled expertise, making us the ideal partner for smart planning, smooth 
installation without interruptions to operations and excellent service.

We have over 6,000 pits of  
experience and unique expertise.
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fully oil-tight and  
watertight construction

non-slip aluminium floor grating  
R12 V10

ergonomic working environment thanks to 
particularly generous working width

proven and particularly resistant 
coating on the prefabricated pits

double-walled filling chamber design meets 
legal requirements and offers many advantages

different equipment variants, 
such as pit jacks, are available

BALZER® Grubensysteme 
Excellent working environments for the testing and maintenance 
of your commercial and rail vehicles
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Service pit
This prefabricated pit was developed for all repair and mainte-
nance work on commercial vehicles: the BALZER® maintenance 
pit offers you optimum conditions and can be combined with all 
the necessary accessories such as pit jacks, waste oil disposal 
systems, fresh oil supply systems and much more.

Test pit
The BALZER® test pit is the perfect system for performing all the 
necessary tests on commercial vehicles. SP and HU inspections 
can be carried out extremely quickly and easily using the platform 
in the prefabricated assembly pits equipped with brake test rigs 
and/or play detectors.

Umweltgrube®
The BALZER® Umweltgrube® is the heart of a wastewater-free 
and future-oriented workshop. With its drainage channels mount-
ed directly at the pit head and an intelligent drainage system, it 
prevents contamination and water accumulation on the hall floor.

Rail vehicle pit Light sliding coverTraversable sliding cover
The BALZER® railway pit was developed specially for the loads 
and requirements of trains and trams. We manufacture this pit 
system in various designs according to customer requirements.

The traversable BALZER® sliding cover is an electrically operated 
cover system for installation pits. This extremely robust system 
complies with all accident prevention regulations and can be 
driven over fully by commercial vehicles.

The lightweight BALZER® sliding cover provides optimum pro-
tection when carrying out day-to-day work. The sliding cover is 
suitable for axle loads of up to 1.5 tonnes and is flush with the 
hall floor.
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Our highly motivated experts understand what is important. This results  
in a sophisticated working environment which has been optimised in 
a customer-specific manner. The components of this working environ-
ment are manufactured exclusively in Germany. You can rely on the 
fact that we offer proven quality, which is made in Germany.

Would you like to find out more about BALZER® pit systems and the 
specific advantages for your company? Please feel free to get in touch 
with us so we can discuss your construction project. We would be 
happy to advise you in detail.

Quality pays off – every day. 
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Tobias Jäger 
Managing Director | CEO 
Phone: +49 (0) 8331 99041- 0
tobias.jaeger@balzer-mm.de

Balzer GmbH & Co. KG
Zeissweg 9
87700 Memmingen
www.balzer-mm.de

Stephanie Courage 
Managing Partner | CEO 
Phone: +49 (0) 8331 99041- 0
stephanie.courage@balzer-mm.de

Balzer GmbH & Co. KG
Zeissweg 9
87700 Memmingen
www.balzer-mm.de
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Prefabricated assembly pits
Umweltgrube®

Sliding covers
Rail vehicle pits www.balzer-mm.de


